World class machine manufacturing in Pohjola-Savo

Machine and equipment manufacturers from northern parts of Pohjola-Savo develop their products and services based on the needs of their clients. Local trust in companies, competitive R&D environments and competitive development funding enable growth for enterprises.

Connecting water technology to research

Kumpo Science Park is one of Finland’s most comprehensive water technology expertise centers. It brings together multidisciplinary product development and testing and testing and research for technical applications related to water purification and monitoring, used chemistry and microbiology, knowledge of the special features of drinking and wastewater, as well as on risk management. Collaboration with industry and industry associations is a vital element of Kumpo’s work. One of Finland’s essential parts of Kumpo’s work is the development of special skills to the ability to carry out challenging various test runs and product development in the form of industrial projects. This has also been accomplished with co-operation with local partners.

Finland’s first European Region of Gastronomy 2020

The Finnish language has a saying that roughly translates to English as, “If it’s white on the underside, it’s safe,” which is often used to describe local food products. Regional food and food tourism networks are a key part of promoting the food, travel and culture sector business as well as the European Union’s shared goals. The successful concept of the BART Food Festival will be replicated regionally and the event will be hosted on one of Finland’s top food tourism products.

The Independent ISOAC network of European regions in the Baltic Sea region, ISOFAC promotes collaboration between food culture, tourism, art and urban culture.
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